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Preface
First section – We provide an overarching outline and review of notable threat incidents that we detected throughout January
2019.
Second section – The following section contains a review of events that took place throughout January. This review notable
events related to the financial and critical sectors or that highlight a new or development of an attack vector.
Third section – Reviews notable attacks and events during December, related to various APT from around the world.
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SIGNIFICANT CYBER EVENTS
Massive Data breach of 773 Million Records Leaked Online
On January 17th, 2019, security researcher Troy Hunt reported a massive data breach dubbed "Collection #1". In its raw form
it has over 2.7 billion rows of data in 12,000 files, which add up to over 87GB. In total, after duplicates and unusable bits
were removed, it has 772,904,991 unique emails and over 21 million unique passwords. 1
The database initially appeared on the cloud storage service MEGA, and later was posted on an unnamed hacking forum.
According to the user who posted it, it aggregated over 2,000 leaked databases that contain hashed passwords that were
cracked. However, it should be noted that Hunt believes that much of the database compiled completely random records,
purely to maximize the number of credentials available to hackers, as there are no obvious patterns.
This data can be exploited in a number of way, but perhaps the most obvious is credential-stuffing attacks, in which attackers
attempt to access accounts by repeatedly inputting password combinations at a given site or service. This vector is especially
affective against users who reuse usernames and/or passwords across multiple platforms. Hunt has since incorporated the
records into his service "have i been pwned", that allows users to verify whether their email has been compromised –
https://haveibeenpwned.com/

1

https://www.troyhunt.com/the-773-million-record-collection-1-data-reach/
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SBI Bank Data Breach Compromises Account Records of Millions of Customers
In late January, India’s Largest Bank SBI (State Bank of India) reported that it had for an un specified length of time, an
unprotected server that enabled anyone to access millions of customers' financial information including bank balances and
recent transactions.2
It is currently unclear how long the server, which has since been secured, was exposed without a password. However it stored
two months of data from SBI Quick, a text message and call-based service that allows customers to retrieve information about
their bank accounts.

Data Management Firm Rubrik Data Breach Compromised a Massive Client Database
In late January, it was revealed that the cloud data management giant Rubrik, had exposed a massive client data due to a
server misconfiguration.3 According to timestamps on the exposed records, the AWS Elasticsearch server, may have been
accessible without a password to anyone who knew its location, since at least October 2018.
This was first discovered by security researcher Oliver Houg, who alerted the firm on the matter on January 29th. The company
promptly took the server down. Further, the company claims that no external parties accessed the environment.4 The exposed
server reportedly contained data on all the its corporate and governmental clients.5

Over 24 Million Financial Documents Leaked Online due to Server Misconfiguration
In January, it has been reported that a misconfigured server running an Elasticsearch database, exposed 24 million financial
and banking documents, of US financial organizations, including some of the biggest banks in the country.6 Amongst the
financial records were over a decade's worth of loan and mortgage contracts, repayment schedules and other sensitive
financial and tax related documents. All of which was accessible without a password for two weeks, to anyone who wished
to view it. The server was eventually shut down on January 15.
The breach was first detected by security researcher Bob Diachenko7, who with assistance from TechCrunch website, traced
it back to US-based data and analytics company Ascension8, which provides data analysis and portfolio valuations to the
financial sector. According to TechCrunch, the database contained records dating since at least 2008, from major financial
bodies including Citigroup, HSBC, Wells Fargo, CapitalOne, as well as several U.S. federal departments, such as the Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
Other than the financial records, they compromised customers' Social Security Numbers, and other personal identified details
such as full names, addresses, date of birth; all of which can be leveraged to executed sophisticated phishing attacks, amongst
other things.

New Russian Attacks Against Financial Organizations via Legitimate Cloud Services
On January 24th, researchers from Nestskope discovered attacks on 42 organizations, mostly within the financial sector9. The
attacker, most likely Cobalt Strike10 used GCP-Google Cloud Platform to distribute a malware via PDF files. The files were
created using Adobe Acrobat 18.0 and send via email. On January 10th, 2019 Netskope reported about it to Google.

The Attack Stages
In the first stage, the victims received malicious emails which contained PDF files. They were saved automatically on legitimate
cloud services (for example Google Drive). The emails were sent from legitimate and reliable sources to make the victim open
the email and the file.

2

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/30/state-bank-india-data-leak/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/29/rubrik-data-leak/
https://www.rubrik.com/blog/incident-response/
5
https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/29/rubrik-data-leak/
6
https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/23/financial-files/
7
https://securitydiscovery.com/document-management-company-leaks-data-online/
8
https://archive.li/7GsIH
9
https://www.netskope.com/blog/targeted-attacks-abusing-google-cloud-platform-open-redirection
10
https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2018/07/multiple-cobalt-personality-disorder.html
3
4
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Afterwards, the victims shared the PDF file with other users through the cloud service, and therefore it did not seem suspicious
to them. The PDF files contained a link to a word file named "Doc102018[.]doc", which contained macro segments and was
downloaded from the address hXXps[:]//transef[.]biz.
In the next stage, while activating the word file, a message appears requesting to enable editing in the file to view it. After
accepting the message, a macro file downloads a file named fr.text from the address transef[.]biz/fr.txt.

As of February 3rd, there is no additional information regarding the malware's activity.

Recommendations
•

We recommend to avoid opening and sharing files that do not originate from your organization. If such messages are
received, they should be examined thoroughly by an authorized person or in a clean and isolated environment before
transferring them to other users. Employees should be notified about the dangers and consequences of transferring
files from unknown origins.

•

Un check the option “Remember this action for this site for all PDF documents” in the PDF reader software, even if
the site appears to be legitimate.

Two New Phishing Campaign Executed via Microsoft Office
Between December 2018 and January 2019, two new phishing campaigns were detected, both exploiting the Office
platform to execute their attack. Each though has different vectors and methodologies. Due to the wide spread use
Microsoft Office products, these attacks represent a real threat to many client, their clients and/or third-party providers.

Phishing Camapign Uses Fake Fonts to Evade Detection
In early January, Proofpoint researchers recently exposed11 a phishing kit that uses concealment12 methods and unique
encoding to steal a large and well-known bank's clients' personal information. Note that the kit has been in use since at least
June 2018.
First, the users are presented with a malicious landing page disguised as a known bank's page. They are requested to input
login information, while in fact the page's source code contains an unusual encoded text. The text can be decoded through a
straightforward character substitution cipher, making detection of the phishing landing page simple for automated systems.
Substitution functions in phishing kits are frequently implemented in JavaScript, but no such functions appeared in the page
source. Instead, we identified the source of the substitution in the CSS code for the landing page. During the research, they
discovered that the routing /..fonts/ directory does not exist in the font kit. This enabled only two encrypted fonts to load:
woff13 and woff2. If we extract and convert the fonts, the following details will appear:

11
12
13

https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-insight/post/phishing-template-uses-fake-fonts-decode-content-and-evade-detection
https://www.proofpoint.com/sites/default/files/proofpoint-obfuscation-techniques-phishing-attacks-threat-insight-en-v1.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Open_Font_Format
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In the next stage, the malicious landing page creates a font file personally customized to cause the browser to process the
encrypted text as open text.

Phishing Campaign Impersonating Microsoft Office 365 Error Message
On December 13th, a researcher from SANA revealed a phishing campaign attempting to deceive users by sending a fake mail
alert about a "failure to send Email". The attack is used to steal Microsoft Office 365 users' identification details14.

The Attack Processes
In an original email send from Office about failing to send, an explanation is attached on how to erase old information before
trying to send again:

In contrast, in the fake message there is link for resending the mail at the bottom.

Also, in the fake message, the email address from which the alert is sent, does not identify as Microsoft Office, which is
immediately suspicious. The link that appears in the fake alert leads the user to a phishing website disguised as a real Office
365 website.

14

https://isc.sans.edu/diary/rss/24412
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The user's email, located in the URL of the fake website, is send to a dialogue box designed to steal the user's password. When
the user inputs his password, a script named sendmails sends the information to the attackers and transfers the users to Office
365's official website15. This script enables the browser to execute a query without refreshing the page from which the request
was sent – the page where the user types his password. Then, a PHP code likely authenticates the user's identification details
with Microsoft services, and either prompts an error page or directs the user to Microsoft Office 365 official page.
This is far from the first attack against users of Microsoft products. In 2017, a bot named KnockKnock attacked accounts on
Office 365 systems. In 2016, an attack campaign used Punycode with fake alerts to make Office users proviode their
identification details.

Defending against attacks of this sort
In order to avoid such attacks, researchers recommend that Microsoft Office 365 users learn to recognize the most common
elements of phishing attacks. For example, some of the most common attack methods impersonate well-known organization.
Other methods, such as spear-phishing may include details about the victim and/or contain malicious files.16

Redaman - Banking Malware Distributed in Russia via Spam
The malware Redaman is known since 2015. In 2017, it was detected with an updated version by Symantec and Microsoft. The
malware targets actors which conduct business through Russian financial institutions17.
Recently new versions of the malware have been discovered as part of a malicious spam distribution campaign (malspam).
More than 100 samples of malspam messages have been found only in the last four months.
Since September of 2018, Redaman banking malware has been distributed through malspam. In this campaign, the Russian
language malspam is addressed to Russian email recipients, often with email addresses ending in .ru. These emails have file
attachments. These file attachments are archived Windows executable files disguised as a PDF document. In September 2018,
the attachments were zip archives.
In October 2018, the attachments were zip archives, 7-zip
archives, and rar archives. In November 2018, the attachments
were rar archives. And in December 2018, the attachments
changed to gzip archives with file names ending in .gz. This
tactic is probably an attempt by the attacker to avoid being
detected and also to attack wide target groups with various
systems18.

15

https://securityboulevard.com/2018/12/office-365-phishing-attack-using-fake-non-delivery-notifications/
https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-awareness/6-common-phishing-attacks-and-how-to-protect-against-them/
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/russian-language-malspam-pushing-redaman-banking-malware/
18
https://threatpost.com/redaman-spams-russian-banking-customers-with-rotating-tactics/141129/
16
17
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The Malicious Email
Subject lines, message text, and attachment names constantly change for this malspam, but the messages all have a common
theme: they refer to a document or file for an alleged financial issue the recipient needs to resolve. These messages are often
vague, and they contain few details on the alleged financial issue. Their goal is to trick the recipient into opening the attached
archive and double-clicking the executable contained within. Below are examples of emails with the malicious file:

The campaign mostly targets Russians, although the emails were sent to several other places including: Belarus, Ukraine,
Estonia, Germany, United States, Holland, Britain, Switzerland and Latvia.

The Malware Execution Process
When the malware's executable file is first run, it checks for the following files or directories on the local host (C:\ or D:\
drives):


:C:\cuckoo



C:\fake_drive



C:\perl



C:\strawberry



C:\targets.xls



C:\tsl
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C:\wget.exe



C:\*python*

If any of the above files or directories exist, the malware checks if it is running in a sandbox or similar type of analysis
environment. If no exceptions occur, the executable file drops a DLL file in the user’s AppData\Local\Temp\directory,
creates a randomly-named folder under C:\ProgramData\ directory and moves the DLL under that folder as a random file
name. This Redaman DLL is made persistent through a scheduled Windows task with the following properties:


Name: Windows Update



Description: Updating Windows components.



Triggers: Executed whenever the user logs on



Action: rundll32.exe “C:\ProgramData\%random value%\%random value.random 3-character
extension%“,DllGetClassObject host

After creating a scheduled task and causing the DLL to load, the initial Redaman executable file deletes itself.
The malware uses an application-defined hook procedure to monitor browser activity, specifically Chrome, Firefox, and
Internet Explorer. It then searches the local host for information related to the financial sector. Other capabilities of Redaman
include:


Downloading files to the infected host



Keylogging activity



Capture screen shots and record video of the Windows desktop



Collecting and exfiltrating financial data, specifically targeting Russian banks



Smart card monitoring



Shutting down the infected host



Altering DNS configuration through the Windows host file



Retrieving clipboard data



Terminating running processes



Adding certificates to the Windows store

The malware stands out in terms of quick development of new versions, and attacks on the financial sector. Researchers from
Palo Alto asses that the malware will operate during 2019 as well.
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